Sherwood Forest Friends
Celebrating and Preserving Our Natural and Cultural Resources
Fall 2022
President’s Corner:

Fall New Review!
I’m wrapping up the summer with items
that fall into the category of new:
Our summer series 2022 set new
attendance records with an estimated
350 people attending the four events.
Thanks to everyone who attended and
all those who made it possible!
SFF has 14 new members since Earth
Day. Welcome!
Speaking of new members, there was
new interest in both our swift towers
this summer. Deb reports that as many
as 12 swifts spent nights in the older
tower and several swifts were
interested in the new tower, perhaps
for breeding next year.
SFF donated new books to the library in
Robin Hood Centre, including
autographed copies of books by local
authors who presented at SFF events:
Wayfaring Stranger by Doug and Darcy
Orr and The Village and The Turnpike by
Charley Burden, Doug Pace and Patti
Stahl. Gayle Oosting spearheaded the
inclusion of new books on the
environment, ecology, and wellness.
Since the past few years have been
Covid-ized, we are happily planning a
new event: an in-person Annual
Meeting! For the past two years I have
sent out an Annual Report by email, but
this year we are planning to gather
together on November 11 at the Cedar
Mountain Community Center, from
4:30-6:30, PM to review the year, and
enjoy SFF and each other! Save this
date and watch for an email invitation
containing details.

A Manifest
to the Underlings
The High Haven of Squirreldom
responds with chattering outrage at
the attitude (“feeder
thieves”/“arboreal rodents”)
directed at our species by one as
earthbound as yours.
Illustration:

What!! Prosperous pensioners
Gwenne Hayes-Stewart
mewling about birdseed? Roadchicken squirrels? Bushy-tailed population
explosion? What a load of...let’s call it self-righteous claptrap.
As condescension is literally in our nature, we look down and point out the
following:
• You prejudiced underlings, not we, are an invasive subspecies.
• We are a model of communal democracy. We have welcomed white
immigrants, even though they’ve allowed themselves to be exploited.
(What? No Gray Squirrel Festival! Sad!)
•
You took away both our ancient allies and our primordial food source. The
local Cherokees, whom we served as scouts for their deer hunters and as
alarm systems against bears and panthers, are gone. Likewise, our sacred
chestnut. Your Trail of Tears! Your blight!
• We planted many of the trees you profess to protect. Thanks for the
gratitude!
• Songbirds are OK, but they’re intellectually challenged moochers. You go
gaga over them. Ever wonder how they fare with no feeders? Doh!
• Speaking of which, feeders allow us to demonstrate our engineering
superiority, Cirque de Soleil skills, and bold cunning. And you call
eccentrics “squirrelly”? Ponder this oxymoron: squirrel proof! Hah!
• Yes, we sometimes store nuts under the hoods of your predatory vehicles,
but remove those feeders and we just might go after your brake linings.
• Seeing as how we gave our lives to feed your pioneers – oldsters still pine
for “squirrel gravy and hot biscuits” — you should confess to heartless
species-cide and lapse into your usual, if feckless, Puritanical guilt.

We have one irrefutable demand: Full feeders forever! Reparations!
Underlings, beware!!
JEB

Carol McCullough
Photo: Al Brothers

The Dead Pool
On a greyish Monday my week kicked off with a wonderful surprise—an invitation
to hike to Silver Falls. We walked a pace that allowed beauty, wonder, and
speculation to drift across the path, all the humming engines of joy and friendship.

Angle of Incidence/
Angle of Reflection
Blink. Then another and another
Winking of the late summer sun

Under an overweening
Laurel branch. An erratic
Semaphore signaling what?

Then something changes

Out in the lake, stronger
Waves resulting
In repeated flashes of gold,
Shook foil, God’s grandeur.

And I calculate:
The blazing sun,
So enduring and loyal, shining
On the sudden mirror of a wave
And to my twinned retinas

Blessed briefly
But with so much
Gratitude graced.
.
Augustus Napier

A born-teacher, my hiking buddy pointed out the many Fraser magnolias along the
way. Seed pods littered earth’s floor beneath them. Later, I would discover a
magnolia pod, black with age, that had created a home for microscopic upwardthreading fungi. A singular find.
As we neared the falls the stream muscled its path over stone outcrops, miniescarpments, ducked beneath fallen trees, and troweled its way through rhodies
clinging to its banks.
We turned right, humped over a large blow-down and walked onto a sandy beach.
Rock surrounded a generous pool at the base of Silver Falls. Its wide swath of
serious water plunged twice to its base pool. Once, I would’ve intellectually bought
that falls crashed, murmured, drove with abandon into pools beneath. But this day
my ears heard velvet. The sound velvet might invent if crushed and released into
the wild.
Farther, where waters slowed, pooled deep and amber, empty beneath sunken
trees, I thought of one of the most beautiful paragraphs written in late twentiethcentury literature.
Once there were brook trout in the streams in the mountains. You could
see them standing in the amber current where the white edges of their
fins wimpled softly in the flow. They smelled of moss in your hand.
Polished and muscular and torsional. On their backs were vermiculate
patterns that were maps of all the world in its beginning. Maps and
mazes. Of a thing that could not be put back. Not be made right again.
In the deep glens where they lived all things were older than man and
they hummed mystery.
Cormac McCarthy. Final paragraph The Road
C. Lee Brady

Under Dark Skies
For three billion years life
existed in a rhythm of light
and dark that was created
solely by the illumination and
interplay of the sun, moon,
and stars on and around our
planet. Now artificial lighting
overpowers the darkness,
disrupting the delicate
balance necessary to
maintain a healthy
environment.

As we traveled the country
for over nine months in our
converted ambulance, we
had no particular timeline,
but we wanted to avoid
cities, major highways and
crowded places. As a result,
we spent time in state and
national parks that were
designated as Dark Sky Parks
by the IDA, (International
Dark Sky Association).
Our first stop was in Virginia
at Staunton River State Park.
Several telescopes were set
up in a field to provide
visitors the opportunity to
view the night sky free of
light pollution. Over time, we
stayed in 16 IDA designated
parks in the U.S. and three in
the Canadian Maritimes,
where they are referred to as
Dark Sky Preserves. We also
stayed in natural dark sky
places on public property
managed by the Bureau of

Land Management (BLM
lands).
Light pollution is defined as
the inappropriate or
excessive use of artificial
light. According to a 2016
study, 80% of the world’s
population lives under sky
glow (brightening of the sky
over densely populated area).
Many people have never
seen the billions of stars that
make up our galaxy or the
Milky Way, even though they
are clearly visible in low
pollution areas. A growing
body of evidence links the
brightening of the night sky
directly to negative effects,
including increasing energy
consumption and costs,
disruption of the ecosystem
and wildlife, harming human
health, and affecting crime
and safety.

As I looked up the wide, open
spaces on clear, dark nights,
at the billions of stars and the
brilliance of the Milky Way, I
felt peaceful, interconnected
with all beings, and grateful
to be able to see it. Also, I
felt strangely safe, even when
coyotes raised a ruckus all
around us. After all, half of
all species start their daily
activities under the cover of
the night sky.
Mimi Francis

Advice from the

NIGHT SKY
See the big picture.
Be a star.
Keep looking up.
Don’t be afraid of the dark.
Stay full of wonder.
Expland your horizons.
Turn off the lights.

Thank You, Raffle Donors!
The Summer Series Raffle generated great interest and $1,096
for SFF ’s next scholarship. Many thanks to the generous
merchants and individuals who contributed approximately
$1,000 in gift cards and goods to the raffle basket.
Ace Hardware, Brevard
Books, Karin Bar-Zeev
Cedar Mt Café, Cedar Mt
Co-Ed Cinema, Brevard
Creekside Market, Cedar Mt
Frame, Tom Sims
Hiker and Hound, Cedar Mt
International Dark Sky
Association
Love Eat Thai, Brevard

Lowes, Brevard
OP Taylors, Brevard
Notecards, Carol McCullough
Quixotes, Brevard
Sherwood Forest Golf Course
The Outpost, Cedar Mt
Tractor Supply, Brevard
Watercolor, Shirl Thomas
Wildflower Graphics
Wine Down, Brevard

Donations in Memory of

Greg Allikas
(as of October 1)

Bebbie MacCary
Carol McCullough and David Messer
Cathy and Terrill Nell
Diana Refsland and Ruthie Zaleon
Diane and Randy Rago
Elke and Charley Burden
Fred and Anne Woodworth
Gay and Jon Taylor
Gwenne Hayes-Stewart
Harriet and Ken Walls
Helen Gift
Jane Kimball
Jeff and Maria Berin
Jim and Irene Granger
Kathy Figiel
Libby and Jerry Brown
Louise and Tom Shirk
Lynn and Larry Klein
Marcia Bryant and Diane Wetzel
Martha and Ed Bridges
Mary and George Wickham
Meredith Brooks and Mary Beth Wallace
Mr. Lindsay and Dr. Lisa Dibler
Paula and Chris Karssiens
Peggy Hanson
Robert and Elian Magari
Sally and Chris MacMillan
Gus and Margaret Napier
Linda McGehee and Caroline Joe
Sally Leonard and Mike Brann
Susan and Terrell Weitman
Susan Wilkinson and Thurman Hill
Winkie Clark and Deb Rosengranz

These Mysterious Mountains

Summer in the City

Earlier this summer, Elke and I stood atop the lookout tower
on Mt. Mitchell and observed three mountains sequentially
named Mt. Misery, Little Butt, and Big Butt (those early
settlers had a way with words). We were reminded our Cedar
Mountain area had two colorfully named mountains, Dismal
Mountain and our very own Mt. Misery. While those two
mountains’ names have disappeared, we surmise the
mountains aren’t hiding.

Summer Series! Nottingham Gorge Trail reveal! Searches for
salamanders and more! A splendid time was had by all!

An examination of early maps from the first 25 or so pages in
the book The Village and the Turnpike reveal the
approximate locations of our neighborhood mountains. Old
Dismal Mountain is easy to locate. It stands above The
Dismal, the ghostly area below Caesar’s Head adjoining
Raven Cliff Falls. Mt. Misery is more problematical, even as it
stands closer to us. It is between Quillen Mountain, itself
looming above Gus and Margaret Napier’s property and Larry
and Gail Bishop’s property at the end of Oriole Road, and
Bradford Mountain, guarding Jones Gap at the US 276 NC/SC
state line. Likely, the old Mt. Misery is one of three rounded
points: the property we call Ben Geer Keys pasture (which
itself was called Hurricane Mountain when I was a child),
Quillen Mountain itself, or SF’s Feed Rock Mountain. I am
going to speculate that it was Feed Rock Mountain.
Examine those earlier referenced maps once more. Benson’s
Turnpike (1813-1839) was a very rough turnpike that came
up the Blue Ridge escarpment right where Feed Rock lies.
Can you imagine drovers driving cattle and pigs up and down
that crude track? Misery indeed!! Finally, I would note that if
the Benson Turnpike did indeed cross Feed Rock, it likely led
on down a SF trail today identified as Ray Brown’s Mail
Route. That trail is a dug track, which meant someone
exerted a lot of effort in early days to make the track useful.
Researchers, the names invite you to try to verify, refine, or
invalidate these speculations!
Charley Burden

LEFT: Karin Bar-Zeev (left)
winner of the raffle basket
with Peter Anderson (center),
who dusted off his bugle to
herald the raffle
announcement, and Carol
McCullough, SFF president.

RIGHT: Traditional
tunes by Owen
Grooms and friends
inspired cloggers
put on their
dancing shoes.

LEFT: Trails Committee
co-chair Peter Anderson
and lot donor Bebbie
MacCary officially
opened the
Nottingham Gorge
Trail.

We welcome your comments, suggestions, and ideas for
future stories. Many thanks to our proofreader, Terri
Niemes.
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